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I
AGENDA

Bed Instead Of Apartment

In 1926, Hannes Meyer proposed his installation Co-op Intérieur to show a tension of the modern city 
inhabitant to become modern nomads moving in a diff erent fl uid space that the city could be. The installation 
included a bed, a gramophone and a chair. From that moment onwards, the dream of the urban nomad, the 
possibility of a fl uid urban life for lonely inhabitants experiencing the city through permanent move, did not 
leave the urban imaginary. Although the consciousness of this change has become increasingly visible in the 
scale of the apartment, a similar change is to be accounted at an urban level. 

Looking through an urban microscope, a zoom in the city’s monad shows that the apartments of the city are 
functioning diff erently than programmed. What was named in the past as the “household” has suff ered an 
important shift that is characterized by two tensions. The fi rst is related to an anthropological observation that 
concerns the city’s population: the privileged position of the nuclear household in relation to the older norm 
of the family reveals itself at the core of this change. The second happens in the interior of the house itself: 
the quiet dissolution of a central reception area has given priority to those spaces where personal screens 
can guarantee communication. While the diagrammatic structure of a modern city apartment remains rather 
unchanged, the life inside it has become evidently diff erent. 

In this context, a new set of possible divisions of the domestic space may be observed. The most signifi cant 
one is the emergence of the personal room as the protagonist, subverting the symbolic traditional power of 
the “living room.” This way, the extended bed becomes the room for living “in the house.” Every inhabitant 
already experiences this new condition. At the same time, the need for common space is reduced. The 
common screen of the house, previously off ered by the TV set, does not perform any more as a central 
pole of attraction since every member of any household refers to more than one screen of their own. This 
constitutes an idiosyncratic turn towards the values of a hotel room instead of a constant reference to a stable 
vaster space. We will describe this transformation as the “hostelization” of the city.

A new fragmentation of the space is produced by the same tensions that are also visible in the Airbnb 
phenomenon. Far from being a mere online platform for tourism, the concept of Airbnb operates as we detect 
a growing imaginary concerning this specifi c change in the city. It tends to challenge what was conceived till 
yesterday as the norm, introducing in the city’s core diff erent protocols that cannot always coordinate with 
its given form. At the same time, it brings into the typical “household” the diff erent programmatic realm 
announced by the transformation of the urban life from its later network phase. Τhe apartment, as it has been 
known, can now be read a “carcass” of an older city life.

The City After Airbnb

Encouraged by the current economic conditions, the inhabitants fi nd as a preferable solution to subtract from 
their households one or more rooms that can be occasionally rented out separately in a short time basis. In 
such a case, they lose their apartment as a whole, so the city becomes denser in an unpredictable way. In 
addition, the inhabitants become poorer creating a situation that is presented as a way out of their problems, 
as an opportunity for them to make their living possible while being paid less.

In city centers, like Athens, where in some cases gentrifi cation is not possible due to the fi nancial decline, 
the Airbnb condition functions as a new alternative to acquire “extra” income. A further fragmentation of 
properties and restitution of rooms gives an answer to a problem of capitalism within capitalism, leading to 
the possibility of renting out abandoned units of properties. The empty downtown area is slowly restructured 
into an invisible hotel.

This is transforming an imaginary that was always present from modernity onwards, concerning the city 
and the fi gure of the “urban nomad,” into a profi table business with many problematic aspects due to the 



uncontrollable liberty of the real estate market; the market in this case would work with the investment of 
micro proprietors for the profi t of an emerging international corporation. An enormous invisible hotel built 
at the expense of myriads of owners replaces parts of the city. Furthermore, since short term lettings become 
more rewarding than long term ones, apartments of specifi c types (e.g. studios or 1-bedroom fl ats) are 
increasingly diffi  cult to be found and rented by particular social groups (e.g. students or low wage earners). 
Thus, we could claim that, in this moment, Airbnb epitomizes a problematic side of a tension of the urban 
imaginary while it commercializes this pending imaginary materializing it as a big profi t business. A central 
operative power that guarantees the expansion of its rationale and earns from it a considerable profi t.  
 

Bed Urbanism

Intermediate 14 intends to organize a reading and some appropriations of the history of modern utopias and 
dystopias. This reading takes place in parallel to an analysis of the history of housing and a short account of 
the history of working places; the area of an extended bed proposes sometimes a space for labor too. 

The unit will answer to the recent urban phenomena that tend to transform the city cultures globally and 
in continuation of this short historiography of the bed while merging with the working table. Both an 
intellectual and a design question concerning the alternative possibilities for architecture addresses the issue 
of this pending paradigm shift from apartment to bed. This diff erence is made visible in comparing the 
residence complex to a hotel. An evident priority for the personal space of the inhabitant and a condensation 
of one’s own space is observed in the case of the hotel; a concentration of the experience of living “around 
the bed” is then challenged to happen with a surplus of provided services and space quality. In a hotel many 
services are off ered in a common basis, sometimes hidden as the kitchen, the dining area and the laundry 
or visible and underlined as the dining area. We will examine the structure of this invisibility of services 
through protocols. 

In this sense, the unit poses a question about the possibilities of common projects to run in a city through 
diff erent protocols empowered through a diff erent type of common applications. Protocols are here defi ned 
as the iterable routines which form the everyday life. The everyday could be described today as a function 
of diff erent protocols. In a parallel way the common spheres of today are also increasingly understood as 
accumulations of such protocols. Could we imagine an extended area operating under the principle of the 
extended bed, avoiding to fall in this sphere of misery, that becomes evident if “laissez faire” is allowed to 
proceed in the restructuring of the old city centers? Can this be done with maximum attention to the existing 
matter of the city and taking under consideration the described transformation? How could we conceive and 
crystallize diff erent forms of extended beds as promising spaces for diff erent forms of life? 

A description of the city as a increasing function of distinct protocols is a tool for presenting the post network 
rationale of the urban infrastructure, also giving place to a research regarding alternative ways to intervene in 
such a system. A productivity in terms of new urban protocols is an architectural tool for operating in the city 
of protocols. It can operate as a micro legislation or as a program setting which acts in an instrumental logic 
but can also be directed to more abstract ways of implementation.

The protocols of the city and the function of the house can be re-elaborated after the acceptance that the 
core of the intimate and the public can both be hosted in a bed condition, in the realm of extended beds. 
When the apartment is seen as a simple ruin of the urban life (not performing any more as the sole urban 
unit), protocols concerning alternative occupations of space can act as part of the proposed architecture. This 
way, the minimization of the necessary space is introduced not only in terms of a further shrinkage of the 
household but also by a replacement of the apartment rationale by a concept of “extended bed,” which could 
be questioned today as a research for a diff erent minimum personal space. In this situation the living room, 
the kitchen and the bathroom are to be reexamined in the possible roles and places where they could perform 
by introducing new shared possibilities. 

The unit will scrutinize this new complex condition by re-examining the possible roles that the living room, 
the kitchen and the bathroom could perform under the spell of honored extended beds; when these areas 
of the old household declined and their remains can be understood now as common or intermediary spaces 



between beds, as well as discuss and explore the use of a diff erent “guerrilla legislation” ―performed 
through protocols―as a tool for performing changes in the city. The participants will propose a set of new 
inhabitation models for two exemplary ensembles in London and Athens, questioning the new state of the 
urbs.



Vertical Home
Andrea Branzi, 1997



II
STRUCTURE

Term 1

In Term 1 the unit will aim for a concretization of the minimum settings. Separated into two, equal-in-time 
exercises, the fi rst one will require the students to work individually and conclude to one space, a complex 
extension of a bed function that incorporates the bed and a basic screen view. In particular, The Extended 
Bed (Week 2-5) will ask from each of the students to develop one compact furniture-like object/fi eld/terrain/
structure. This may be a mattress and desk; a mattress, desk and sink; a mattress, desk, shower and sink; 
a mattress, desk shower, sink and WC; a mattress, desk, minimum storage space. The above material will 
be put together through the production of a diorama and a “package” of drawings. As soon as this exercise 
is completed, following the organization of an internal pin-up, the unit will move to its second assignment 
which will be organized in pairs and concentrate on the addition to this already developed setting of a surplus 
of auxiliary apparatuses. Named Beyond the Extended Bed (Week 7-10), the assignment will include the 
design of a series of common elements. These will range from a dressing and a storage space to a system of 
isolated or common baths, and a complex of kitchen and dining areas to a pantry and refrigerator lockers. 
The output of this exercise will be a set of colored axonometric and detailed drawings. This way, the goal 
of both exercises is that, by the end of the term, the participants in the unit would have worked on and 
developed a group of objects that will form the basis for the organizational experimentations that will take 
place in Term 2.  

Term 2

Term 2 will begin with the Unit Trip (Week 1) to Athens. In the city, described the past few years as being 
in crisis, the unit will seek to experience the phenomenon of an invisible growing hotel and an empty 
city center. Taking place right before the investigation at a larger setting, this 5-day trip will function as a 
transition moment, providing a fi rst hand reading and study of the location upon which half of the individual 
projects will be sited. Upon our return to London, after the recording and appropriation of a set of relations, 
the studio will concentrate on a larger setting which will deal with the elaboration of a multiple bed system 
with common areas. The Common Areas Settings (Week 2-4) will be structured by the multiplication of 
extended beds. This will require each student to design three diff erent common areas, one of 2 beds (30m²), 
one of 5 beds (100m²) and another of 20 beds (1000m²). In this exercise, the deliverables will aim to present 
a concrete spatial organization and include animated fl oor plans, sections and perspectival sections. As soon 
as the settings are completed, the second phase of this term will concentrate on the design of the Separate 
Elements (Week 6-9) defi ned by the production of a surface, a platform, mobile elements, protocol islands 

Antique Ring Box Mini Diorama
Talwst



(system of elements) and they will be communicated through fl oor plans, sections and axonometric drawings, 
preparing the ground for their application in the cities of Athens and London. 

*Do not forget to include in your 2018/19 academic year budget the unit trip expenses. The costs are similar to a trip in any other 
European capital (approx: £160 airfare, £50/day accommodation). The fi nal arrangements will be made in the fi rst half of Term 1.

Term 3

During Term 3 we will work on the concretization of the principles captured in the previous two terms. 
Thinking the research, this time within a framework set by two radically diff erent in their development and 
relation to “rent” cities, Athens and London, Bed Urbanism (Week 1-4) will challenge the material already 
produced by testing it into today’s urban fi eld. The students, divided into two groups, will work in parallel on 
the presentation of the two areas after the setting of certain research principles. This process will include the 
opening up of a set of approaches and critical decisions that need to be taken in order for such a step to occur. 
Operating at the intersection of the imaginary and the real, the student projects will be presented through a 
series of scenographies which will perform in close proximity to each other.  

Athens Block Plan
Antonas Offi  ce, 2014

Athens Set of Promenades, for the Agglomeration of Empty Shops
Aristide Antonas, 2014
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Absalon, 1992



III
TUTORIALS,

WORKSHOPS &
SEMINARS

Intermediate 14 tutorial days will be Tuesday and Wednesday. On Tuesday, the presence in the unit space 
is compulsory for the entire day as discussions between students and tutors as well as students with each 
other lie at the core of the unit’s ambition and modus operandi. On Wednesday, the unit will encourage the 
development of individual study and research skills. Thus, the presence would not be restricted to the scale of 
the unit space but that of the school. In addition, parallel to the individual and group tutorial sessions, across 
Term 1 and Term 2 the students will enrich their knowledge further on key concepts of the “City of Beds” 
through a series of seminars and workshops. Conducted by experts on their respective fi elds, the scope would 
be to support the students in the production of the requested deliverables. 

IV
TECHNICAL STUDIES

As an integral part of the unit’s work, Technical Studies Option 2 will be followed. Contact will be already 
established with the Technical Studies team from the end of Term 1. Through Term 2, this relation and 
mutual exchange will be further strengthen. There would be regular meetings, adjusted according to the 
needs and demands of the students projects, while the approach towards the fi nal submission will constitute a 
key piece of each project’s argument. 



Action Offi  ce
Bob Propst and George Nelson, 1964-8
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